
 

 GDPR: Back-up & Disaster Recovery 

WISHING YOU A SPEEDY RECOVERY 
Business continuity is basically about two things: reliable and bomb-proof (perhaps literally!) data backup, and rapid 

data recovery. When looking for back-up and recovery solutions consider the following: 

 ➢ Recovery Point Objective (RPO): how much data your business can afford to lose before it causes any real and 

lasting damage? This determines how often backups need to be performed, what volumes and formats of data need 

to be involved, and how robust the backup environment is. 

➢ Recovery Time Objective (RTO): not only how rapidly backed-up data be accessed but actually redeployed – not 

just files and folders, but settings, too - to get the business back on its feet post-incident. 

➢ Can recovery data be accessed or used during the recovery process? (could take hours/days to recover) 

KNOWLEDGE 

BRIEF 

WHEN DISASTER STRIKES 

1. Make lost data valueless if found – in other words, 

encryption methods that keep data safe if a device with 

personally or professionally identifiable information on it 

is lost or stolen. 

2. Remote kill and wipe, to easily remove data from lost or 

stolen devices, or render them unusable, no matter 

where they are in relation to the user. 

3. Make a notification of any data breach within 72 hours 

 

Worst case scenario?  

All the time your data is inaccessible costs you time and 

money – can your business survive the downtime? 

Best case scenario?  

Disaster averted, you’re back up and running and adhered 

to the relevant GDPR compliances. 

HOUSTON – WE DON’T HAVE A PROBLEM 
Organisations are mixing and matching physical IT infrastructure and highly virtualised data centre 

environments, and often shifting workloads between them. Backup and recovery needs to cover all bases.  
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MULTIPLYING 

Backing up data to multiple 

alternative locations is of little 

use if that data can’t be rapidly 

restored. 

 

 

T -72 HOURS 

If you do have a data breach 

you’ll only have 3 days to 

report it – not 3 years, which is 

what it took Yahoo before it 

admitted it had been hacked. 

 

 

LOOK OUT 

If you don’t protect your third-

party data properly it’s a 

compliance breach waiting to 

happen. 

 

Source: digitalguardian.com 

 

Businesses need to ensure if data is lost, 

compromised, corrupted or deleted it can be quickly 

and securely recovered. Also, employees can make 

mistakes and unfortunately some businesses do have 

malicious insiders. 

In these cases you need to ensure you: 

 

 

Physical and Virtual Backup: look for solutions that work seamlessly across physical/virtualised environments with a single 

console for multiple users and backup accounts; flexible deployment; restoration of data and applications in seconds 

Cloud Backup: solutions should have mirrored data centres to keep data constantly available even through faults and 

outages, military-grade encryption for compliance, and ‘anytime, anywhere’ restore via the internet. 

Cloud-to-Cloud Backup: Don’t be fooled into thinking online data (e.g. Office365, Google Apps) is protected – they rely on 

the recycle bin which is regularly purged! Look for solutions that allows you to easily backup, manage and recover cloud data. 

Offsite and Replication Solutions: If data has to be held offsite (Legal/compliance requirements) the solution needs to allow 

restoration of data directly from the offsite location. 

 

USPs: Single console for multiple users and backup accounts; rapidly deployable from the cloud; backs up and restores all 

data, not just files; MSP option means no upfront costs 

YOU MONEY OR 

YOUR DATA 

Ransomware downtime costs 

European SMBs £71 million. 

A fifth paid the ransom but of 

these 18% still didn’t get 

access to their data. 

Source: CBR 

 

 


